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I. THE INIPC} t'l ANC E OF LANDSAT
,ro STATE GOVERNMENT
Lmndsat, formerly known its VRTS 0-!arch Resources Technology
Srltellitel is rill earth orbiting Satellite Nvlli4h transmits it steady = floe' of
hibrt►rr don, rtbouL the earth ' s surface to grc►trnd-based receiving sta-
lions. It is till effective tool Vor inventorying toad , ►nrrlyting natural
r,aourees and is being used for this purp ose, by molly federal, State.
regiomrl and local ngerlctcs as well as private entities. `l'hc* new satellite
technology requires rchiticely little investment but yiel ds important
benefits to state decision»luakers. Its principal advantage is that, for
Ii nny applications. it Call provide more useful infornimiorl till it more
timely basis and at lower costs than other available data sources. The
intent of this guidebook is to Nho\1 7 some cif the ways state ^to^^erun^ents
can best use this new, technology Am, helping to solve policy rind resoluve
mon g gent problems.
1. indsat is an ei belive means of helping to meat the rintmil resource
data requirements of recent state a nd federal legislation. ENalliples of
Ohs crivironmenud legislatlon include C'alifornia 'n C'onsud Zone Conser-
•vation Aet, the Maryland Wetlands Act, the Mississippi Forest. Mole-
tiees Act and New fork iSutte's Il^lined-Land Reclamation Act. At the
federal level, requirements such its those under the \Pater Pollution
C'untrol Act Secdorr 208 and the Surface Mining Control and Reelania-
boll Act of 1977 impose Additiona l natund resource data heeds an the
states, Implementation of these state trod federal progrrulis calls for
more comprehensive, tiruely acct cost-effective data gathering and
analysis than before. in manly instances, L.andsat can help to provide
this data more efficiently.
'rhe nwdMbiMy of l,andaat data is beginning to have animpact on
State legislative activities. Several state legislatu res (e 'g. the Virginia
anti Iowa Clenend Assemblicsl are conducting interim studies oil
 
and natural resource Murnualon systems tceluiulogy, `l'he Vermont
General Assembly enact ed a Forest Development. Act du nlg its 1978
session, Some of the statcii ide assessnlc alts called for in this net caul oilly
be completed ill a cost-effective and coinprellen,ive manner utilizing
t,andsat. Chita, There are manly ocher potential legislative impacts of
Landsat technology. The availability of this new tool creates orally
possibilities 116 state initiatives ill areas such 11 .1 water resource policy,
resource development policy, natural resource management, water
quality planning, environmental monitoring, coastal zone numagement
and many other policy areas of direct eonecral to the state legislative
eoauuulhty.
Ltuidsot is highly applicable for many of the data requirements of
natural resources programs. Information cm current land cover, surfl►ee
water location and wildlif, babitat, for er,atuple, is needed for virtually
all natural resource studies, and La ndsat has been found especially
efl:ective in providing this information, I 'tindsat is not, tie sol ►rtionforall
natural resource problems. It is, however. sat important tool which,
Mien used appropriately with other iorormatlon sources, can help solve
into y crucial environruerrtal proble ms. It is important, therefore, to 0
4	 +	 J
understand Landsal's potential betletits and limitations in order to use it
to greatest Advantage.
The appropriate use of 1,1111tlsat derived information With other data
sources can best be l-lehiev =cd Within the framework ol'aconllvehcnsive
natural resource information system. Such a system provides tile
1'ramewaor'k for spatial datat entry, malliptilat!on, almlysis, Comparison
and output required to cl eetively integrate dilta rroll1 1l1tt11YsoareLs "By
providillg stall', hln-dw,u •e and software Ivor a Comprehensive nttturitl
resource informtion system its a centralized service, economics or
scale Can he realized and duplic,ttelh 01' effku lt reduced.
11. LANDSAT OVERVIEW
Chronology
The first Laildsat (then culled ;RTS-1) was launehed by the National
Acronauties and Space Administration (NASA) in duly, 197.1 . Its ttur-
pose was to demonstrate the v,duc of continuous, worldwide data
gathering from nn orbit,ll platform, t andsat-2 was larulelled in dlut ► arY,
1475, and its orbit was synchronized with that of 1.11 IldsaW so that
together, cloild Cover permitting, the) , eould provide almost complete
global coverage every nine days, 1,1n16w.1, with till espcetcd "life-
span" of one year, I'mic;tioaed until ,lantnu'y, 1975, \ third satellite, 	 -
Landsat-3, was put into orbit hIarch S, 1475. so that once again aine•da)l
hiterval coverage \Nits aehiev'ed. `fa 111t1i11lain contilmity ofllata, all thred
of these satellites have Carried essentially the saille instrumentation told
have circled the earth tit the saale allitude,
glow It Work's
Lnudsat orbits the 0.;11 , 111
 
lit times each day at an Altitude ofabout SriO
miles. Bach satellite returns to the same orbit every IS days recording
the sall1c scrics of inulges, Tihere .ti le two sellsor systelhls tail boat'ta, a
lketurrl-11ea111 Vidicort (RBV) system, whieli is basically -it television
sensor, told it scanner (NI SS) which records diflereuecs in
sun retleetanee 1'ronh ear111•su1, fee I'eatures. Thc liHV system huts been
hlscd relatively little in ate 	 mode of l.tlndsat-1 and -2,
however, it will be more thoroughly evtlluated in l,aads,11-1,
The niuiti-spectral scariner reeords information in both the visible
wave lengths and in parts of the electronlagnctic speetrum which are
invisible tothe eye and to Camera systems. `I"he AtSS t,tl:esfoutlreadings
for ench 1, l acre area oil the ground —one for the iotcnsity of green light
relleeter„l, one fol . the intensity cif red light relleeted, and two fur tile
intensily of infrared, 'These intensity levels Are con verted into digital
form And are trans:fritted back to ground receiving stations on earth,
Data fail ally part of the United Stites title trmismitted to one oi l thrive
'll,S, receiving stations, There are sevell others at present throughout
the world, with several more being p11111ncd,
From tike receiving station the data is relayed to the Muster Datil
Proeessing V icility tit Goddtlrtl Space 'Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Ma ryltuld, 0.v-here it is stored oil computer-ctmlpatible tapes (CC`s), The
data can be converted from the Capra rornhat into photograph-like images
tl	 r
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in black and white or color. Reproducible negatives and computer tapes
are then seat to the Furth Resources Observation System (13hC^S) Data
Center in Sioux balls, South Dakota, for storage and distribution,
Mudlite photographs and tapes can be ordered directly front HROS.
The photogeaphs two generally awdlable its prints or trarspare Ile ics, In
sties of 9" S 9", 20 , x 2W% or 4W' x jlti % `t'lte tapes are ava ilable in
several formats to accommodate different types of computers.
How Lmidsat Dato Is Amilyzetl
l.andsat data can be used I either its photographic firm or in its
con ►puter-tape (digital) form, if the photographic products are chosen
for nualysis the procedures are almost idevieal to tluose used for hocr-
preting conventional aerial photographs. t 'andsat's nruclr smaller scale,
tanking olajects appear soldier than on aeritd photos, is the principal
di brence,
As with aerial photo haupretation, tine materials needed call
from nothing more than a pencil and tnmspmmnt paper to sophisticated
upo n! iasirrmrentscosting several thousand dollars, A e ery often,
analysis of Landsat photos eau he done with materials ahvndy an hand.
Coaprtter processing or Landsat dnto Is sotnewlrtrt more compli-
sated Own photo interpretation but is f Amer turd yields more detailed
results, `rite computer can normtdly identify objects of as little as 1,1
acre widle photo interpretation tecturiques tine generally limited to ob-jeets of ID neres arhu •ucr. While computer proeming of Landsat obvi-
ously requires more expensive equipment than photo interpretation, it
can gwwrally he Moue using stoo p comp awl ("mini computers") al-
ready available in away state agencies. `rite costs Involved in rising
I.andsat, even through computer processing, need not ben deterrent for
any Mate government, Typical costs are discussed in the nest section
and are illustrated in `Iablcs t and il,
Advatotages of Lmi(lsat
Landsat has several unique ad ynnotges Which mare it attractive to
state resource decision makers and pinnuars. Cost and time compnd.
son:' '7rvarinbly indicate the advantages of Windstit over aerial photog-
raphy and other data sources.'ratile I shows it cost comparison prepared
by tl ►cTens Natural Resources Information System ('I'NRIS) between
the use of I,andsat and aerial photos for mapping a stall pilot area of
forest Bold in l.n4t Texas, anti time prrljeetetl Cost$ of 411 upping tine entire
eleven million were commercial timber zone.
TABLE I
Cost Comparisons for
Mapplug 1,nst ` extts Forost M,ands
	'Total Vast	 `file Requimd
Pilot Pvc jeer — LzAndsat	 110 16
	
3.4 tuan Nveeks
Pilot. Pr(iject --µ aerial Photos	 11050	 2 man Weeks
*Entire Arm— Landsat 	 10,289	 4 man months
1 1 mire Area -- aerial Photos	 294,000	 I().7 trlanyears
*1 MMpolated
3
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`i'he above figures illustrat e very well tile cost e11ectivelless and thilel i- 	 —^
ness of Landsat till` large al-ca projects. Iii lilct, survey or tilt` ellth", area
b) Icrial photos cant be ruled out by the 10 y +eardehay ill project colalple-
tion without even considering tile beta• 300 cost advantage of Landsat,
'Typically, hand tiscilttnd cover "kipping call be accomplished with
Landsat at o ► te-half (112) to one-twentieth (1120) the cost of conventional
tecimiques. The southwestern Illinois Metropolitan Regional Planning
C'onmission (SIMPAC) reported as roll rtee ►a-fold cost reduction forland
cover mapping by using .,andsat instead of'windshield surveys (surveys
conducted rrolu till tomobil es) for da l.3collection ('i'«able 10-The eatremc
slowness of windshield sul.vcys and the tract that Only about 10'"c of(lie
land ;area is ,aetoally viewed front the highways, zu ,c fhrther rc;asons liar
prererring Land-Sat over ground-biased data collection teehnklues.
' I ' ll ntlsat's nine-day coverage cycle or ers the capability for maila-
twining up-to-date natural resource information required ill Iuany cu-
vironmental programs. Never before has it bec ►i economically feasible
to collect aacrial- llmagery over very large au-eas at curb f requent intervals,
Landsat's eolnputel , compatibility is also an important advantage.
Since the data is already in numerical form it can be used directly in
geographic N11 ,0rmatiola systems to produce tabular summaries or in
coaaputerired plotting systems to produce maps and nulp overlays
showing ditTerent aspects of the eel -th's surface swell as lnand covet',
vegetnton and the loeaton of water bodies, This information can be
combined a%ith soils, slope, raunfiall and other data to produce nattiral
resource atlas maps whiell, with the speed and efficiency of the
computer, call be updated mnell more frequently than ever before,
1"he ltalge ar4aa covered by at Larufsat scene -about t Ire miles on each
side fill.
 
as total •af 13,000 square miles -- offers the advantage of a broml
perspective impossible with any other data source, It would take over
x,000 aerial photos at a scale of 1;20>000 to cover the soar: area, requir-
ing a Inuch larger imrestment in money, time and patience, Landsat
I'	 eliminates tlatal-handling problems associated with large numbers of
aerial photos sueh as control of scale rand still angle, and other variables
encountered in acquiring photography of large areas. Quite often, very
wide-au-ea fentures such as filults or other lineaments in the earth's
surface are visible on Landsat but go undetected on aerial photographs
because of the hack of a broad view oft ► single frame, Acrial phhotognaphs
contain greater detail than Landsat but they provide it in a less cone- 	 i
preliensive data format.
Another ativtuttaage is that Landsat can be used cost effectively to
identify areas where more detailed information is deeded, Individual
diseased trees, fo;- example, cannot be identiired from Landsat data,
Areas where the disease is prevalent,- however, can be delineated and
then these limited areas can be examined in more detail with alcrial
photography orground observation. The investigator is spared the time
and expense of analyzing detailed source material for the entire t'orest,
In this manlier, handslit often serves to complement other data sources 	 a
and inerense their efficiency.
The complenlentarit,y of Landsat with other data sources is, in itself,
an important advantage, Aerial photographs, topographic laattps, soils
data and socio-economic information Crehuently are collateral colnpo-
A
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TABLE 11
Cost Comparisons for Land Cover Inventories
01,01111d
Survey
MOM Photo
Illtel'pl'ctlltlllh Lalidsllt
8 years
.10 Categories
3 Csanlltics
1786 Sq. Dines
18 Months
3 Categories
3 Coun ties
1786 Sq, Mills
6 Months
10 Categories
7 Counties
3792 Sq, Miles
Maps. l'11olos ol , CCT 130.90 4,101.38 400.01
Auto ' 'rlavet Iapense 570.90 Minimal 700.00
Inventory 55,000.00 1710M.00 3,792.00
Measure S.'rtlbulate 311,0110,110 M28.00 3,7011.00
Ground Cheekillg 750,00
Map Preparation 20,000.00 5,969.00 1.615.00
Ntisecilancous 81111pl! 	 S 5011.011 135.0(1 11000.00
TOTAL $106,2011,80 $36,049-18 S15,07.t10
Per Square Mile $	 59.46 $	 30,15 $	 4.20
rents of Ladsat-based studies. In most instances ,I or
Landsat with other data types }teak Vlore complete and lisable infor-
nlation tian the Landsat datn alone. The integration or Landstht with
other data sources increases the value orthe total information gathering
system.
L.imitations of* handsat
It should be kept in mind that, along with its tidvantages, Landst)t l ►as
certain definite limitations. Chier tutnong these are its relatively limited
resolution or detail, the current two-month time lag between the date
when file image is originally recorded and the time the data is made
available to the user, and fregi ►ent cloud cover, The first two problems
will be considerably allevinted with future improvements in the Lands-at
system (rcfel, to section entitled "Future of the Landsat Program"). In
the lncantinle, they \1 ill tic significant harriers for many applications..
Projci.ts requiring fine detail, for identirying individual frees or urban
fcuturr;s, for example, cannot rely entirely on Landsat but may ivquire
aircrift photography or other supplementary data sources, Many appli-
cations requiring very current coverage nimst also rely oil other sources,
'Cloud cover will always be a problem particularly in some areas or the
country, In actualfact, nine-day repetitive coverage is often impossible,
Des piw, its limitations, 1-andsat has unique qualities which make it
useful to state government. It provides a "big picture" orco ►lilitions anti
interrelationships oil 	 grutind which plight not otherwise be visible.
X
S
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Single Landsat scenes son ►crin ►es cover entire eco%ystcnts. Thew fac-
tors. conthmed with I.ands,rt's potential nine-Jay repetitive coverage.
low cost, computer compatibrht y and other advantagc%. point to satellite
remote sen%ing as a useful tool to help meet state natmal resuurc.s
respon.ihilitres.
111. LANDSAT APPLICATIONS
Landsat is used fur a wide variety of purposes in the analysis and
management of namial resources. Table III rctlects some of the must
frcyuent uses.
Land Resuurcu Manning and Managumviii
UNDSAT CLASSIFICATION MAP OF TRAVIS COUIITr, TIM
I.andsat is p.•.
titularly effective for
providing land cover
data, it prerequisite
for many types of
natural resource in-
vestigations. Many
state agencies it 	 ,^c'	 ^Amw	 .^
using Landsat data to oAx
meet the require 
ments of the TI U D 701 	 r
and EPA 208 legisla-
tion. South Dakota.	 ►►'tii.`	 CW"
Ohio. 'Texas and Illitim,, and the North C'arolma I i i.utgle ' and Ohio
Kentucky-Indiana Regional Councils of Government are among numcr-
ous state and local governments using Landsat data to help meet EPA
208 requirements. To he must useful. land cover data must be regularly
updated. Landsat provides the hest means available to provide these
necessary updates.
The Landsat derived cover classification shown above. pro-
duced by a Texas state agency, depicts land cover patterns in the Austin.
Texas vicinity, and is typical of the information w hich tan he mapped by
satellite.
Landsat is useful for detecting changes in earth-surface features or
activities. The repetitive coverage is ideal for monitoring urban expan-
sion, deforestation, changes in water turbidity. the effects of rural de-
velopment on w ildlife habitat or it of other items of interest in land
resource planning and management. Changes can be detected either
through manual interpretation or by means of special computer
techniques.
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TABLE fit
Most Frequent State
Applications of Landsat
Land Resources
Planning &Management
Land Use/ L and Cover Mapping
Change Detection
Flood Plain Management
Water Re.vottrces
Mapping Lako Turbidity and
Trophic Levels
Detecting Water Pollution
Sources
Locating & Mapping Surface
Water Bodies
Mapping Snow Cover
Forest Management
Timber Inventories
Forest Harvest Monitoring
Disease & Stress Detection
1?oIItiltg '& ,Siting
SelectingTransportation Route
Selecting Transmission route
Siting for Power Plants and
Other Industries
Siting for Solid Waste Disposal
Siting forWater Impoundments
lvl &Ul Habitat Analysis
Coastal Zone Management Y usulitl4V)t lYlllippillsDetermining Carrying Capacity
Detecting Coastal land Use
Making Harvest Recorin,en-
dations
Change
Monitoring Ocean Waste Dis- [Ilvironmentnl Applicationsposal
Measuring Shorelines Monitoring Strip Mining
Tracing Beach Erosion Monitoring Strip Mine Rccla-
Tracing Oil Spills & Pollutants illation
Studying Man's Impact on the
Agricultural Applications Land
Crop Inventories Geologic Applications
Estimating Yields
Monitoring Crop 'Disease Mineral Exploration
Mapping Irrigated Fields Detecting Hazard Gone
Rangeland Management Water Exploration
Assessing Drought Impact Finding New Energy Sources
Planners find Landsat to be very useful in I'loodplain management.
Regional drainage patterns aind surface geologic reatures a,ssocia,ted with
i9oodplains arc easily discernible, providing useful information to help
plan ror the development of Cloodplain areas,
L,andsatt, with a nine-day coverage cycle, is an excellent tool for
recording fluctuations in water levels caused by drought of flood condi-
tions, The availability of such current information allows states to more
{	 quickly and effectively deal with certain types of disasters. The photo-.,.
graphs on the next page show the Mississippi River new St. Laois before
and after its 1973 flooding.
7-; 7
V.
lb f( p re , flood -- October 2. /472
Atier flood - WaY 24. 1973
Water Resources Nlanagenient
I.andsat is useful for a number of applications in water resources
management.
Hiolopists and other natural scientists are finding l.andsat useful for
monitoring lake turbidity (muddiness) and trophic levels (nutrient con-
tent). The Wisconsin Ikpartmem of Natural Resources, for example.
has used I -andsat to cl, ► ssify about i,(XN) of its inland lakes according to
their trophic levels (nutrient levels). The 'Texas Ikpartment of Water
Resources is conducting it lake water quality study with I andsat in an
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efTurl W cslaW-.h . ►
 more ac:uratc Like classification sy%tcm th.ut the
unc currently i col t• % the nalional gu%e ► nntent fur allmal ► ng I•edval
fund. (iue ►d success has been repe ►rled with l.andsat rot mapping I kc
wale ► ytu ► lit% p.uamctcr% in Saginaw Iiay.
ll ► i.► Landl.►al irrragd . ► hen► • ► rile , ammmi and Jiorihuthm u/' vu.epe•ndud
.ce •elienrnt in l.aAr /9 ►m hartrain, near fir ►► ' Orleans. 1.enli.► ieitoil.
Nun-puma pullutum .tHlrcc% (flit )se gertl• raled Oyer large area. sUCh
a. feed Iuts, agricultu ral fields acid h;uvc.lcd furestsl can Mien he
deleted by I amkal. l.andsat .an
 al.0 he u.ed Iu defecl and trace
indivoiial effluent• .utd lu mar turhidity pattern. r:sultn ► g from fresh
water
	 Iiutanisls have used the satelhte
dat. ► fo g nr ► pring the c\lenl of ayr ►atic plait infestalion..uch
	 water
()nc tit the nto.l free,lrtent use. tit' I.andsat ha, peen fur locating and
nlapping.rti f. ► ie water hudies. 1 akes .t• -small as l'i%c acre. are %i•ihtc on
I andsal phutu enlargentenl. while cuntputei processing meak wales
lhudie. of . ► . little ;n one acre m siic. Stint: stale% are u.rrtg I.and.al
photos for locating ratan-made re.crvuir. fur permitting purpu.es. ( •um-
puler rru.a.ed I and.al data will he the ha.i. G ► r lu.aling ieser\oirs
and dart. tlnuughtim the Nation which skill cum: under ..rutmy of the
Natiun;tl Dam k%pectiun Act of 1972tl'1.9?-1671.
Snow -:os:r mapping by Landsat is of great impurt;mce Im piedio-
ing the amount and rate of water runulT front the melting.nw pack. In
many parts of the united SI ; ► te% this runufl'hrovidcs a principal mortice of
water fur irrigaliUn. industry, dl ► It c%1l: lla' and recreation. Ill past,
forecasts have I.een made using lime consuming and rapidly out-dated
gi ►►uad nteasure lilt, nt.and data hunt aerial phulugiaphs. 11ydrologi.t.
using l.and.at
 ran now make nuwL accurale forecasts in it frartiun ul'the
time and at much lower rust.. Pictured on the nest page are Landsat
image• tit the Sierra Nevada Mountain. ul Caldiwnia and Nevada in
%k hi.h sno%%pack arci . can he delineated easily. By integrating infurnct-
tion on snow Berth front ground .latiorts with the .now-covered area
ORIGINAL PAGP
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Fehruary 14, 1977
c%Im atc. uht.imcd loom the .ulellitc. accurate prediction. ran he mode
of liame Nato runoff arid anticipated %alcr .upplre% within drunage
Land%al Bala has tvcn towel to map the cittcnt of the .nom ruck in
part% of the Central Rockic. and. from that information. to predict the
amount of wtiter to he a%ailahle fur Calrfornra famicrs in the .prink and
slimmer. Sintilaily. Land.at data :;m hr u.r ► 1 to predict the c%lcrtl of
Iloodinp from .print; thaw..
NIA
Atio-A , 1R. 'i^
10 
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Coastal Zone Maaaagement
Landsat can provide a wide range of natural resource data required
by Federal and state coastal zone legislation.
State planners are using Landsat for compiling current land cover
mr►ps which are necessary for' evaluat ing the effects of man's activities
on the ecologiLally fragile coastal zone. It has been found especially
usclul 'or detecting changes in coastal land cover. Botanists and others
find Landsat appropriate for mapping coastal wetlands. The State of
Georgia, for example, has used Landsat data to delineate coastal wet-
lands and to identify the area of fresh water/salt water interface.
Marine bir^logists use Landsat to monitor ocean waste disposal
which often appears on the Landsat photographs as "ocean dump
plumes", and to trace the movement of pollutants by ocean currents.
Alabama planners have used satellite data to more accurately measure
their State's shoreline. The New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection has found Lanz.:sat rppropriate for t ► number of coastal appli-
cations including mapping land use chat°zge, monitoring ocean waste
disposal and assessing shoreline erosion/accretion for the allocation of
coastal zone funds, Other coastal zone applications include the detec-
tion and monitoring of oil spills and the charting of shallow coastal
water, In short, Landsat offers a wide range of uses in the management
of the coastal environment.
Agriculture
Landsat is useful for a variety of agricultural policy and program
applications,
Crop inventories based on Landsat data have had good success since
Landsat can identify most major crops, particularly through computer
techniques. NASA's Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACK)
Shows good results and may be used in the future for estimating
worldwide wheat yields. 'These timely estimates of wheat production
could lead to better management of this important world food crop,
Agricultural experts have successfully used the satellite data to
monitor crop disease, most notably during the midwest corn blight
outbreak during the early 1970's. Hydrologists have used Landsat to
map irrigated lands in order to estimate the volume of water being
pumped from local aquifers. In Idaho, state officials used Landsat to
update the inventory of four million acres,of irrigated land along the
Snake River.
Landsat is also a useful aid in rangeland management, particularly
for classifying vegetation, types and range conditions. Knowledge of
range conditions provided by Landsat can be used to determine carrying
capacity for a given season, plan for supplemental feed programs, pre-
diet fire hazards and for numerous other purposes of importance in the
livestock industry.
Landsat is an effective tool for analyzing vegetation stress to assess
drought conditions. It can also be used effectively to monitor the effect
r'	 of drought on agricultural land cover, crop conditions, rangeland condi-
tions and water supply/demand, ;r
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Forest Management
Federal and state-level agencies, as well as commercial timber com-
panies. are finding Landsat to he an efficient data source in ;ores(
management.
To effectively manage commercial timber lands, detailed inventories
are essential. Aerial photography, the con. entional data source for such
inventories, yields detailed information, but al it cost in both money
and time. Even then, the areas to he mapped are often so large that a
sampling procedure, rather than total area mapping, is the only
economically feasible approach. With Landsat, however. very large
forest areas can he completely mapped, rather than sampled, at rela-
tively low costs (refer to Table I. Page 6). Landsat can easily detect
broad classes of timber resources such as deciduous, coniferous, mixed
stands and several timer density levels. This level of detail is c `ten
sufficient for the forest manager's needs. If the Landsat analysis iden-
tifies area:, of disease or other stress conditions, the forest manager can
then acquire small amounts of lower altitude photography for closer
inspection.
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Monitoring Um tic t hat test and nrc•nuring tltr r \tL nt of cleaI cruttrng
are also appropriate applications for Land .-al. Landsat' s repetitive
coverage provides a means fur munttur ine the changes brought athout by
timber cutting, road building and fire. In Oregon. fur example. Landsat
revealed fur the first time the extent of clear cutting in the remote tin ► her
arras.
Routing and Siting
State legislat ues are -^huwing increasing concern that new trans-
portatiun and transmission routes. and facilities such as nuclear power
plants, solid waste disposal sites. and certain industries. he located with
it minimum impact oil en%ironment. I.:u ►dsat is it data source
in this regard.
In Michigan. highway planners have merged Landsat data with in-
formation from aerial photographs and other sources to design pro-
totype highway corridors haled un en% ironmental. social and economic
considerations. The same approach can he used for locating power lines
or other types of energy transmission corridors. Oil and natural gas
companies make good usr of Landsat for pipeline routing.
Georgia. as well as other states. has used Landsm for selecting
locations for solid-waste disposal facilities. O'hers find the satellite data
useful for selecting sites for water impoundments. No other data source
provides the necessary broad-area coverage and perspective at equiva-
lent costs.
Wildlife Habitat Analysis
The mapping and analysis of w ildlife hahitats by means of Landsat
data is gaining wide acceptance. Urban sprawl, the conversion of forest
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to pasture and other encroachments of civilization on natural wildlife
areas require current maps outlining the remaining natural habitats so
that they may be better managed and protected for future generations.
Wildlife habitat mapping generally consists of defining specific
vegetation zones which are identified with certain animal species.
Wildlife biologists use this map information, along with other data, to
determine population trends, carrying capacity and harvest recommen-
dations. With Landsat, it is economically and technically Nasible to
conduct habitat mapping over large regions encompassing multiple
ecosystems. Furthermore, Landsat's repetitive coverage allows these
habitat maps to be maintained on a more current basis.
'	 Geology
Geologists are finding Landsat to be of value fo ►•
 a variety of reasons.
Potential mineral and ground water indicators such as faults, fractures
and other linear features often are undetected on lower altitude photog-
raphy or by field observation, but are evident on individual Landsat
frames or mosaics. The Alabama Geological Survey, for example, has i}
discovered high-yield ground water sou rces by mapping lineaments on
Landsat photos. Similarly, scientists at the University of Nebraska's
Remote Sensing Center have used Landsat to locate new ground water i
sources in that state's agricultural areas. These "linears" are also im-
portant as potential cave-in or landslide areas or possible earthquake
zones.
Landsat also has important potential as a tool for discovering new (k
sources of energy. Major petroleum companies are aware of this and
have led the field in oil and gas exploration with Landsat. The thermal
sensor on the recently-launched Landsat-3 is of special interest in regard rt
to geothermal energy sources.
Surface Mine Monitoring and Reclamation
Landsat offers a useful means for analyzing and monitoring the
impact of many of man's activities which are potentially harmful to the
environment, The list could be long indeed and many of the applications
have been listed under other headings, The applicability of Landsat to {
surface mining, however, deserves special attention. i
Officials in the Appalachian, Midwest and High Plains states use ;	 }
satellite data to monitor surface mines and their conformance to recla-
mation standards. Landsat is also used to measure the extent of areas
affected by surface mining in the past. The Maryland Geological Survey,
for example, reported that Landsat has detected over 25% more affected
land than had previously been estimated. t
Many of man's broad-scale activities can be monitored and
evaluated by satellite. Since Landsat has the capacity, with its wide-area i4
coverage, to view these environmental elements in the context of a
single system, it is an important tool for assessing these forces in wo
integrated way. f.
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IV. INSTITUTIO1olAL APPROACHES
TO I,.,A1vDSAT USE
The states vary in their amwoacbcs to using l.:uldslat. Some have
found it advantageous to develop the necessary analysis capability
' internally in the state agencies. Others have worked cooperatively With
universities Willie still others have contracted with private firt ►ls roar
t,andsat analysis. A final alternative has been collaboration with other
states, Federal agencies :111,; universities for interstate Landsat itivesti-
gations.
Lands at Within State Agencies
Two states,'i'exas an ►i Soutii 1)akottt, exemplify the development of
Lmadsat analysis capabilities entirely within the framework or state
,government.
Texas Texas State agencies ilnve been involved an a number ill
Ulildslat-oriented projects, 1110a of' them coordinated through the'heyas
Natural Resources Information System (MR18).1 undsat pa icets ►ul-
dertaken by "Texas state 4cllcies have ilieluded coastal and land usefland
cover mapping, all inventory = of maa-matte reservoirs, mapping of 1.,ast
Teas unrest lauds, ;ill inventory of the playa lakes on (lie °Pesos High
plains and several others. Taken together, these projects represent an
import,uu first step in establishing the remote sensing know-how neees-
snry for a statewide system to inventory,uxl nlannge tine State's natural
resources. 'I'tl this end, TNIUS, the `1`exms Gencral Land {)ffiec . 111d
NASA have reeently" begtttl activities to illeorpoliate I.and'sat n)t0',1 wide
lunge of natural resource ilfaaaning fllnctiotas in the State.
,South Dakota Ill South Dakota the Land Resource T ►1Cornllatioll Sys-
tem (LIDS) is the principal focal point for the use of I.:uadsat dat: ► .
charged by the State legislature with implementing the South Dakota
land Cover lnvctltury, the State plamliltg litn'eau's 1XIS is undertaking.
a progratnl to apply land-cover data tai many 01'01C State's land tnatlagc-
ment problems.
Using l a;andsat digital analysis teehnialues, LRIS has produced land
cover neaps of most of the State, As the Starr has become more esperk
eneed, mapping ec'sts have been reduced to around 1,°EV per acre. Such
low costs were made possible by the development ol'a ll analysis system
tailored to meet South Dakota's specific natural resource data needs,
The land Cover Inventory provides dtatta to :a number of state, regional
Mid local agency users includiing ihou: concerned v01i water pollution
control under the 1,h.A "208" requirements. The South Dakota State
11 1:alllaing 1311 reau intends tin continue llsing 1,,uulstal as as importtu ► t tool
in the planning land deeision-maMllg process.
Landsat in agency/University' Cooperative Programs
(;cj)j-goo I,aandstat ,activities ill Georgia are charneterited by close
coopel•atioll bete°eell file Department of Natural Resources ;and the
Georgia institute oFreelmology. `Che 6epartment omatural_Resources
llas completed land cover mapping filr a large portion or the State using
l.andsat digital tech ►1igU( s, computer racilitics at the Georgia Instittate
ofTechnology were aludc nvailahle for the project tend I close working
l (a
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relationship between the two groups lifts developed. NASA's 1arth
Resources Lab (HRL), located in Slidell, Louisiana, is supporting the
project by providing technical advice and has transferred the necessary
computerprograms to the GeorgiaTech Landsat digital analysis system,
The utility of Georgia's Landsat-dorived land-cover data is dem-
onstrated by the fact that It number or state and local agencies bave used
it to inset EPA Section "2013" requirements. The U.S. Soils Conserva-
tion Service fins used the data for the Conservation Needs Inventory;
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has found the information useful for
dredge-and-fill permitting purposes. These agencies have expressed
their approval by furnishing substantial field support and cost-sharing
assistance.
Georgia state government has round a common ground t'or working
with Georgia Tech by establishing its own internal capabilities while
utilizing university computer equipment and staff expertise, The same
benefits from state agency/university collaboration could be realized it)
other states where there is an agency interest in the use of satellite
technology and a willingness on the part of the university to provide
ongoing services to the State.
Use of Private Industry
North Dakota The North Dakota Regional Environmental Assess
meat Program (RHAP) was created by the 1975 North Dakota Legisla-
tive A»ciiibly to carry out research oil resources and to develop
an information system for storage, retrieval find analysis of the resulting
data. The REAP staffseleeted Landsat as the most efficient method for
compiling statewide land-cover data, but rather than attempting to dc-
vclop internal Landsat analysis capabilities, REAP relied on private
industry, North Dakota thus bccani.e one of the first, states to produce a
set of land-cover drips of' the entire state from Landsat data, Products
front the Landsat analysis include a color-coded land-cover map;
up-to-date land-cover area tabulations for the entire state and for each
township and county, and a eontputer-tape file ofland-cover data. 'mis
information provides in essential data base for the REAP system, and
frequent updates will serve as a basis for monitoring statewide land-
cover changes.
111inots The :Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (ICPA). the
Illinois Department of local Government Affairs (DLGA) and the
Southwestern Illinois Metropolitan and Regional Planning Commission
(SIMPAC) have cont racted with private industry fora land-cover dem-
onst ration project based on satellite data, Products of the study, encom-
passing a 13 county, 7,500 square mile area, will find i ill filed iate applica-
tions in statewide water quality ("208") planning programsas well as in
numerous functional planning activities at the regional find local levels.
'	 The involvement ofaconsultant was decided upon inor •derto reduce tile
time and costs required to develop a representative mix of Landsat
i products. Otherwise, participating agencies would have had to develop
fur internal capability involving a large and specialized staff as well as
significant capital expenditures, which would not htive been appropriate
for a demonstration project..
The Illinois Landsat project has progressed to n
 
feasibility study of
statewide and nttiltiple-uscrapplications which could involve a number
r ;,
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of ether state, regional and local government entities. Because of per-
e6ved economic benefits. Landsat-related
applicatiout - could play run increasingly important. Tale in future natural
resource planning in Illinois.
Regional Multi-State Approach to Landsat Use
Oregon, ldallo and W-mllin gton have partieipated with NASA in one
of the most extensive I.andsat programs to (late, the l'aeilic Northwest
R gional Commission WNRC) land Resource Inventory. The project
involves classification and mapping of over fourteen million aeres of
land in the three states.
Each of the three states-has its own unique areas ofinterest within the
frannework of the project and has reveloped the expertise necessary for
these areas.
Idaho The Idaho Department Of Water Resources. 161'example, used
Landsat to inventory the State's 4,000,000 arras of irrigated agricultural
land which is iilter,spersed over a total area of 34,000.000 acres, Landsat
is the only Feasible %,ay to inventory and maintain ti ►llely data an such a
large Urea. The sat0lite analysis produced not only the basic inventory,
bUt also a ►11CaSUIVInCat of allimal Changes in irrigaated acreage and it
nleast ► renlent of acreage in different crop types,
Oregon The Oregon Range Pr(Iject, tl wildlife habitat mapping cri art,
has the support not only of the PNRC and NASA, bit( of the Computer
Center and the F.Ilvironnlenttal Remote Scnsing Analysis Lab (I RSAL)
at Oregon State university. Results of (lie project indicate that Landsat
is an appropriate tool for habitat mapping. Costs of the project totaled
$40,214 as compared to -,in estimated cost of $46,588 if done with aerial
photography. The difference in time required, however, would have
been much greater: 7.4 person-months for the Landsat approach com-
pared to ;ill estimated 25,5 person-months using aerial photos.
Washirrgton The Washington State Department of Natural Re-
sources leas been a major participant in the PNRC land Resources
Inventory, with tile goat ofcorl(iuctingaconnpleteforest iltvcntaryofthe
State. Once developed, the inventory will racililatc aecurate pr(jections
Of potential timber harvests and trends, I.ach acre of forest arela is
classified into one of several broad groups suds -,is hardwood oreonifer.
Forest areas are further classified by owncr;;hip group. Finally, this
information is displayed in map form ,in(] tabulated in computerized
files. All of this is done for about half the cost estimated for general
inventory surveys using other methods.
The PNRC Land Resources Inventory demonstrates the utility of
cooperative efforts among federal and state agencies, universities and
the private sector for broad-scale Landsat investigations. Landsat is
most appropriate for projects covering large geographic areas, and this
often calls for the combined expertise of diverse groups. The PNRC
Land Resources Inventory :Project has shown how such groups can
work together toward common goals, With the growing aNvareness that
environmental problems tare not eontined by ,state or other political
boundaries, regional, multi-state approaches to Landsat use may be-
come increasingly popular.
Advantages of the Different Approaches
C?ach of the institutional approaches to Landsat use has advantages.
Nvelopnlent of internal capabilities for Landsat processing, including
the necessary computce equipment and analysis expertise, may be
somewhat costly for a single cffort, but it. may prove cost effective rf a
state intends to Ilse satellite data oil is continuing Basis. ,Mate agency/
university cooperation is as potential low-cost approach for states which
are not yet prepared to make to large investment hl Landsat technology.
If results are favorable, the technology clan gradually be transferred to
the state agencies. In general, collaboration with universities offers
great potential, but, owing perhaps to -,I lack of common goals, such
relationships are often difficult to establish. Contracting for Landsat
analysis with to private l'irnn is often the preferred approach if only a
one-time effort is planned, III with private industry it is most
important that the state agency personnel be well informed ,about the
technology and have a clear idea of the type or product deeded. The
regional nurlti-state approach has the advantage of providing expertise
and facilities from a wider range of sources and, very importantly, offers
the opportunity to study broad-settle environmental features which, in
many cases, cross state boundaries,
V. FUTURE OF THE
LANDSAT Y'RC.UGRA N.11
Plans for the future of Landsat call for solving several fundamental
problems which have hampered the satellite system so t'ar. Principal
difficulties include the time lad; (often ? months) between the time the
satellite records tine image and the time the data is made available to the
user, the hack of ,I 	 sensor and the poor resolution dr detail,
Landsat-3
A new data distribution .system is being phased into operation in
conjunction with Landsat-3 (launched in March of 1978) which will make
the satellite data available within two weeks after it is originally re-
corded. Instead of shipping the raw data to Goddard by mail from the
receiving stations, the new system will transmit the data across the
country via Communications satellite. After undergoing certain proc-
essing procedures at Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Mary-
land, the data will be transmitted, again by satellite rather than via
mail, to the EROS Data Center in Sioux halls, South Dakota, where it
will be available for purchase. The new distribution system will make
Landsat data much more timely and allow monitoring efforts to take
place in ,I 	 „ real-time" mode.
An additional feature of Landsat-3 is a thermal infrared or heat
sensor. This device can detect temperature differences of as little as 3°C
or 4°C, a potentially important capability for mineral, geothermal and
other applications. Improvements in the television sensor, particularly a
much improved resolution, are expected to increase the utility of the
system for applications which require greater detail.
f
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Landsat-D, which will be renamed Landsat-4 after it is successfully
launched, is scheduled to begin operation in the fall of 1981, In addition
to the multi-spectral scanner carried by the first 3 satellites, Landsat-D
will carry a sensor known as the "Thematic Mapper" which will provide
resolution approximately five times as detailed as Its predecessors. The
new sensor will be able to discriminate area features as small as .2 acr es
as rompared to the 1.1 acre resolution of present systems, The greatcr
detail, along with the improved distribution system initiated under
Landsat-3, will enable states to extract much more detailed and timely
4 information.
A National Conference of State Legislatures' task force study found
that user's expect the improved detail of Landsat-D to be prarticularly
advantageous for the following applications;
. Urban and metropolitan area planning
.
'
+ Identifying timber types by species
. Geologic and hydrologic mapping
• Wetlands mapping
* Mapping inland water quality parameters
• Route and site selection
Crop disease and insect infestation detection
With its technical improvements, Landsat-D will represent a major
step toward the operational Capability which is necessary if the public is
to realize the full benefits from remote sensing technology, The U.S.
Congress has initiated hear ings oil the riced for an approach to develop-
ing an ongoing Landsat program, The Administration, through the Of-
fice of Science and Technology Policy and The Intergovernmental Sci-
ence, Engineering and Technology Advisory Panel, is conducting a
comprehensive study of Landsat technology and policies with a view
towards making Landsat more useful.
VIe LANDSAT INTFORMATION
SOURCES
Information on Landsat technology is available from a number of
sources Many of these sources employ personnel trained to explain to
potential users the steps necessary to begin applying Landsat data to
state problems.
NCSL Itetlrtote Sensing lPragr•arn
The National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) established a
task force in 1976 to review the feasibility of using Landsat technology in
state and local government. The NCSL task force determined that
Landsat data was uniquely suited to satisfy many state legislative infor-
mation needs and unanimously endorsed continuation of the satellite
program. In addition, thty made specific recommendations for aiding
the transfer of this new technology from the Federal government to the
states.
s To implement these and other recommendations, NCSL initiated a
Satellite Remote Sensing Program directed toward informing state law-
rt
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D. Wayne Moonehan, Director
Earth Resources Laboratory
NASA Code WH
1010 GausP Boulevard
Slidell, Louisiana 70456
(504) 255-6511
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makers of the capabilities and limitations of Landsat technology. The
project is designed to foster communication between the states and
satellite remote sensing experts in the private sector, the universities,
NASA and in other agencies of the federal government. To this end,
NCSL has conducted regional and state-level remote sensing work-
shops throughout the country, Additional workshops will be held in
comin g tnonths in states ex pressing interest,
For further information or assistance, contact. Mr. Paul Tessar,
Director of the Satellite Remote Sensing Project at NCSL, Denver Of-
fice,1405 Curtis Street, 23rd floor, Denver, Colorado, 80202, telephone
(303) 623.6600,
NASA
NASA's Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications Serves as a
liaison between NASA and Landsat users and provides information to
the states, as well as to other user communities, about Landsat
capabilities, This NASA office can direct potential users of Landsat to
the appropriate regional facility for assistance.
Regionally, NASA conducts a Remote Sensing Applications Pro-
grain to assist states in the use of Landsat technology for operational
problems. Branches of this program have been cstnblishcd at three
NASA field installations, each with responsiblitics for the states in its
specific geographic region. The Northeast, Middle Atlantic :loo Great
Lakes areas are served by the Goddard Space Flight Center in Green-
belt, Maryland. The South and Midwest are in the area of the NASA
Earth Resources Laboratory in Slidell, Louisiana. Western states
should contact the Ames Research Center in Palo Alto, California,
Personnel front each of these regional offices are prepared to answer any
questions from state-level users about applying Landsat technology to
state needs.
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Richard H. Weinstein, Manager
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.u.S, [) parttttent of the Interior
The U.S. Department of the Interior Earth Resources Observation
Systems (I."ROS) Data Center, administered by the U.S. Geological
Survey, is responsible far the storage, reproduction and distribution
of Landstal data, imagery from other satellite program ., and aerial
photography acquired by the federal government. The Dattt Center
houses a master data archive, a precision photographic laboratory find a
computercomplex. It inelt ►cles a staffol'applications scientists engaged
in training. transfer of remote sensing technology and spectral applica-
tions projects. As pai nt of its training program. H'ROS offer's short
courses oil the use of Landsat and other remote Sensing technology,
Vor further illliarnration. contact the EMOS Data Center, Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, 57198, telephone (605) 594-6511. Inquiries concerning the
availability or coverage may be directed to User Services. Information
on technical aspects of remote Sensing or training programs may be
direeted to the Branch or Applications.
The L).S. Geological Survey's National Cartographic Information
Center (NCIC) operates tin information service For -satellite imagery,
acri al photography and all U.S,-produced maps and charts. NCIC`
maintains Landsat browse files in its Reston headquarters as well as its
regional and State affiliate offices so that users may view the imagery in
microfilm fo ►'n). For additional information and the address or the
nearest NCIC office, contact the National Cartographic lnrormation
Center at (703) 860-6045,
:hate Agencies
Landsi at information is available from the roliowitae state agencies
which have centralized remote sensing prograrn `3,
State Contact
Arizona Michael S. Castro
Arizona State land Dept,
Information Resources Division
1624 W. Adams, Room 302
Phoenix, AZ 85007
(602) 255-4061
Calirornia Tim Bays
Rnvi,-onmental Data Center
Office or Planning and Research
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, California 95814(916) 322.3754
Florida Bill Kuyper
Remote Sensing Engineer
State Topographic Office
Dept. of Transportation
Haydon Burns Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304(904) 488-2168
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Georgia
Idaho
Iowa
Kentucky
Maryland
Minnesota
Mississippi
3.
Bruce Q. Rado
Georgia Department of Natural Resources
19 Martin Luther King Jr., Dr,
Room 414
Atlanta, Georgia 30334(404) 656.3214
Alan Porter
Division of Budget, Policy
Planning and Coordination
State House
Boise, Idaho 83720
(208) 384.3900
Bernard Moyer
Iowa Geological Survey
123 North Capitol
Iowa City, Iowa 52242
(319)338.1173
Craig Erickson
Department of Natural Resources &
Environmental Protection
407 Capitol Plaza towers
Frankfort, KY 40601(502) 564-7320
Dale Johnson
Department of State Planning
State Office Building, Room 1101
301 West Preston Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201(301) 383-3067
Donald P, Yaeger
Mapping and Rorti I^ ote Sensing Information
Center
State Planning Agency
15 Capitol Square Building
St, Paul, Minnesota 55101
(612) 296-1211
Paul Edward Downing
Research and Development Center
P.O. Box 2470
Jackson, Mississippi 39205
(601) 982-6339
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tvfuntana Thomas Dundus, Administrator
Res6arch and Information Systems Division
Department of Community Affairs
Capitol Station
Helena, Montana 59601(406) 449,2896
New Jersey Bob Mills
Bureau of Planning and Automated Systems
88 Bast ,State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625(609) 984.7730
New Mexico Gerald Gates
Department of Gish and Game
Villagra Building
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503(505) 827.5446
North Carolina John Higgins
Department of Natural Resources and
Community Development
P,O. Box 27687
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611(919) 733.2090
Ohio Garry Schaal
Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Fountain Square
Columbus, Ohio 43224(614) 466.6557
Oregon Ken Hanscry
Land Comiervation and
Developm ent Commission
1175 Court .,acct, N.I,
Salcm, Oregon 97310
(503) 378.2978
South Carolina Gerald Minick
University of South Carolina
Computer Service Division—Graphics Section
Middleburg Plaza
Columbia, South Carolina 29205
(803) 777-7237
South Dakota Dick Gebhar•t
Land Resource information System
State Planning Bureau
State Capitol
Pierre, South Dakota 57501(605) 773-3628
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Texas
Vermont
Virginia
`,Washington
i;
Samuel McCulloch
Texas Natural Resources Information System
P,O, Box 13087, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
(512) 05-3321
M. Brian Stone
Chief of Project Management
Department of Forest, Parks and Recreation
Agency of Environmental Conservation
Montpelier, Vermont 06502
(802) 828-3375
William E. Breen
Chairman, VAR1S Task Force
Office of Commerce & Resources
5th Floor, 9th St, Office Bldg,
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 786-7831
Mike McCormick
Office of Community Development
Room 400
Capitol Center Building
Olympia, Washington 98504
(206) 753-1928
Private Sector
Many companies in the remote sensing industry offer a variety of
hardware, software and services of potential interest to state and local
government. The matrix on the following pages presents a summary of
the assistance available from a representative sample of the private
sector firms involved in Landsat technology. Landsat capability state-
ments from the companies listed on the following pages were not in-
cluded here due to space limitations, but are available upon requestfrom
j,	 the NCSL Remote Sensing Project,
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VII. SUMMARY
AND CONCLUSION
Landsat offers state legislators, planners and resource managers a
new SOLirce of information of significant current and potential value for a
wide range of natural resource investigations. For many uses it has
proven to be more efficient and economical Char alternate data sources.
In some instances it provides the only economically feasible means to
collect the data required by recent federal, state and local resource
management programs.
Landsat's repetitive and wide-area coverage offers the capability to
analyze and monitor changes which occur over large geographic areas.
The ability to keep track of changes in land cover is especially important
in light of recent legislation requiring frequent environmental monitor-
ing. The broad area covered by each Landsat scene offers a new
perspective which has numerous practical applications,
The use of Landsat is easily within the means of Avery state, both in
terms of financial resources and technical expertise. Landsat processing
can be done manually by aerial photo interpretation or by computers
which are already in use in all states.
States have successfully followed several different instutional ap-
proa hes to Landsat use. Whether a state develops its own Landsat
analysis capabilities, works cooperatively with local universities, con-
tracts with private industry or works in conjunction with neighboring	 a
states, depends entirely on individual needs and circumstances.
Whichever approach or combination of approaches is selected, Landsat
data is accessible. Several federal facilities are working to make it even
more easily available and useful for the unique requirements of each
state.
Landsat does not offer an answer to all problems. Despite its limita-
tions, however, it has proven to be well suited for helping to solve many
of the most pressing environmental problems facedby state govern-
ment. It is a new and useful tool which, when used with an understanding
of its capabilities as well as limitations, can be a great asset to any state.
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VIII. GLOSSARY
CCT -- Computer Compatible tape of
Landsat data
Computer Compatibility -- The capacity of Landsat data
to be processed by computer
Elect romagnetic Spect rum -- The range of light
wavelengths that can be
recorded by remote sensors
EPA "20$"
— Environmental Protection
Imagery
Infrared
LACIE
:tax
Agency Section 208
Arca-Wide Water Quality
Planning Program
— Ea rth Resources Observation
System
--- Earth Resources Technology
Satellite (later renamed
"Landsat")
-- Section 701 of Housing and
Community Development
Act of 1954, as amended
— The picture that results from
remote sensing
— A portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum
beyond the visible region with
wavelengths longer than
those of visible light
Large Area Crop Inventory
Experiment — A NASA
demonstration project
— The satellite that identifies
characteristics of land and
water features. Formerly
known as ERTS
— Multispectral Scanner, the
principal imaging device in
Landsat
Th	 f
Landsat
MSS
Multispectral
is
^f
r,
a
t
e use o one or more	 t	 I
sensors to obtain imagery
from different portions of the
electromagnetic spectrum
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rvftlltispcet•al Scanner —The Landsat mirror
mechanism that detects
reflected light from earth and
dirccts it to the satellite's
sensors
NASA — National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
NCiC — National Cartographic
Information Center
Reflectance — The measure of the ability of
an object to reflect light
Remote Sensing — The ability to record
" information about an object
without coming into direct
contact with it
Resolution — The ability of a remote sensing
system to distinguish features
on the earth's surface. As
resolution becomes finer, the
image detail increases and
smaller objects become
visible. In Landsat-1, -2 and
-3, the resolution is 79 meters.
In Landsat-D it will be 30
meters
Sensor — An instrument used to detect
and/or record
electromagnetic energy
associated with an
environmental phenomenon
Thermal Infrared — Electromagnetic energy
between wavelengths of
about 3 um and 1,000 um. A
thermal-infrared sensor
detects heat emissions
Trophic Level — Nutrient level. Generally used
in regard to fresh water lakes
Windshield Survey — A survey done from an
automobile. Only areas
visible from the road are
recorded
